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0 Summary
The present document is organised as an updated version of previous releases of the
communication activities planning and reporting, that were prepared in the first three year
of BRESAER (D1.3 Initial Communication Plan; D1.6 First Year’s Performed Communication,
D1.8 Second Year’s Performed Communication). Specifically this report presents the activities
undertaken during the third year of the project (M25-M36) and their results. The
discrepancies between the previously presented plans and the actual implementations are
highlighted in the following chapters, as well as the actions foreseen for the following months.
The contents of the following sections are, as before, organised starting from the updates on
the communication strategy of BRESAER, to delve therefore in the different channels
exploited; finally an overview of the targets and the technical timeline is also provided.
General objectives and interdependencies with other Work Packages – such as the
Dissemination in WP7 – are unchanged: the contents that mirror the previous version of this
deliverable are therefore omitted or summarised for clarity and economy.
One of the main issues that have impacted on the communication actions performed during
the project’s third year is the change in the demosite of the project, previously in Turkey,
Ankara, and now substituted with a new building in Spain, following the Amendment AMD637186-32, granted in August 2017.
Due to the complications with the original demosite and the relocation of the implementation
works, some communication activities were disrupted, such as the publication of news,
updates and newsletter contents regarding the demosite works. These activities are expected
to get back on track once the uncertainties regarding the demosite are resolved and the
technical works will be once again in progress.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement N° 637186.
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1 Dissemination and
communication strategy
1.1 BRESAER external communication
Task 1.4 “Communication” is about engaging the general public/non expert audiences with
the project results by including them in the project outreach.
The communication strategy of BRESAER aims at enlarging the outreach of the project’s public
activities. The target that is considered for this range of activity is the general public, as
opposed to more specific and defined professional targets that are the objects of the
dissemination activities.
In order to maximise the penetration of the communication activities into the public, the tone
of voice used by the project is less technical and complicated. In this respect, the channels
used to distribute such contents were chosen carefully as the ones where it was most likely
to make an impact on such a public and where the contents produced by BRESAER would be
best accessible.
In order to achieve such results, online channels were chosen over more traditional ones: the
project website, journalistic articles and interviews, newsletters, press releases and social
media.
The actions and communication contents are being monitored throughout the duration of
the project, in order to better comprehend the effectiveness of the implemented actions and
to fine-tune them if needed. Monitoring is being performed both manually by youris.com with
the support of the partners and by automated tools that specifically track the online outreach
of communication materials.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement N° 637186.
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1.2 BRESAER internal communication
As stated in the previous version of this document, the internal communications of the
BRESAER project take place, especially regarding the more formal topics, via a safe
communication platform. The off-the-shelf solution chosen by both Acciona and youris.com
in the beginning of the project, is EMDESK.
This tool is fully operational and accessible via password from the project homepage
(https://emdesk.eu/cms/?s=login). It provides planning tools, automated file back-up, file
storage into folders (with attributed access rights), shared calendar, mailing lists and
automatic e-mail alert system.

Accountability: EMDESK is run by Acciona; access is password protected and restricted to the
project partners.

1.3 Data Management System
To ensure that the project outcomes are communicated in the appropriate manner and in
respect of the required confidentiality rules, the project communication and dissemination
respect the guidelines indicated in the Data Management Plan (D1.4) and is updated in
version (D1.15) submitted as well in M24.
The BRESAER Data Management Plan has been developed according to the Guidelines on
Data Management in Horizon 2020 V1.0. It details “what data the project will generate,
whether and how these will be exploited or made accessible for verification and re-use, and
how it will be curated and preserved”.
From this document, Data sharing guidelines are the most relevant to the communication
activities. In particular, these describe how data are to be shared, “access procedures,
embargo periods (if any), outlines of technical mechanisms for dissemination as well as and
definition of whether access will be widely open or restricted to specific groups”.
In case it will be decided specific dataset will not be shared and disseminated, “the reasons
for this should be mentioned (e.g. ethical, rules of personal data, intellectual property,
commercial, privacy-related, security-related)”.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement N° 637186.
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2 Dissemination & communication
channels
The following sections will provide an outline of the results achieved by the communication
and dissemination actions in the third year of BRESAER, especially referring to the
implementation of the plan devised at the beginning of the project and to its adaptations
decided during the previous years of BRESAER.

2.1 Project visual identity
The BRESAER visual identity was set during the first months of the project and is reported in
D1.3 Communication Plan. It has not been altered during the following years, although many
other materials have been developed starting from it. Below the logo of the project.

Figure 1 – The BRESAER logo

The first additional materials that was developed by the youris.com team was the power point
template that is still in use for internal and external presentations of the project. Below a
thumbnail of the layout.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement N° 637186.
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Figure 2 – The BRESAER Power Point template

All dissemination activities and publications released by BRESAER, including the project
website specify that the project has received Community research funding and display the
European emblem. All publications shall include the following statement (from GA IV section
3 .29.4): “This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research
and innovation programme under grant agreement No 637186”.

Accountability: The project visual identity and logo have been designed by youris.com, with
input and final sign-off by Acciona.

2.2 Website
The BRESAER project website is designed as the touch point between the project, the general
public and the stakeholders and it is accessible at the URL: www.bresaer.eu; the domain was
registered in February 2015, while the website was online at the beginning July 2015 and
was developed with Wordpress CMS.
The layout of the website has been developed by youris.com in accordance with the graphic
identity above presented.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement N° 637186.
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Figure 3 – The BRESAER website homepage

The website was developed from the beginning as a mainly static website that had the
objective of showcasing the project’s advancements and developments and to make them
accessible for stakeholders. The structure, at the beginning of the third project year featured
the following sections: About, News, Events, Consortium, Sister Projects, Contacts. A link to
the project intranet, the above-mentioned EMDESK, was also featured in the main menu.
During the third project year, some new sections have been added to better give visibility to
the results of the project and especially to a number of online tools developed within other
project work packages and that were meant to be easily accessible by the online visitors.
 Tools section: the section was planned for some months together with the other
partners in order to understand the best way to present these tools to the public.
Finally, seeing that the tools were not to be ready all at the same time, but considering
the need to inform the visitors of their upcoming release, a decision was taken to host
them all together in a single page.
The tools featured in this page are the following:

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement N° 637186.
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o “BRES-DES” Design guide and computer tool, developed by Technion in the
framework of T2.3
o BRESAER system potential in Europe based on the Geo-clusters analyses,
developed by TNO in the framework of T2.5
o Basic tool to support the design of the BRESAER system, developed by TNO in
the framework of T4.4
o BEMS visualization, developed by Cartif in the framework of T5.3
The Tools page was therefore developed and is now accessible from the main menu:
http://www.bresaer.eu/tools/
Deliverables section: this section was created during the last weeks of 2017 in order
to group together the public deliverables of the project. The deliverables were
previously published as news and appeared therefore in the News section of the
website.
The Deliverables page is now accessible from the main menu:
http://www.bresaer.eu/deliverables/

With regard to other updates, the News, Events sections are updated on a monthly basis,
while the other sections are more static and updated only once in a while following specific
requests by the partners or the coordinator. All contents published on the website are
accessible to all visitors, with no specific restrictions.
Although the project demosite was changed, following the amendment of August 2017, the
relative information on the website both in Homepage and the About sections, are still to be
updated, due to some technical uncertainties. The information update was prepared in
collaboration with Acciona but its publication has been postponed to a moment when the
uncertainties about the demosite will be resolved. The publication of news from the demosite
has been delayed and interrupted for the same reason.
Through the registration facility for the subscription to the project’s newsletter, the website
also collects contacts that feed the BRESAER stakeholders database.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement N° 637186.
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The contents featured in the BRESAER website consist of:
Table 1 – BRESAER’s website contents
Features

Description

Progress

General
information

General information with a project institutional description, a brief
presentation of the project consortium and contact details.

Delivered

News &
Events

News from the project, sector and project events, press releases
and project newsletter. The events section is regularly updated on
initiatives of relevance to the BRESAER registered users.

News from
the demosite

This session is focused on the latest news from the BRESAER demo
building at the district of Kecioren (Ankara), which is expected to
trigger interest towards the project. Therefore, it has been decided
to feature it in a special section of the project website.

Registration A simple registration form has been implemented to register to the
facility
website and join the BRESAER’s stakeholders.
This tool serves as team site, enabling project partners to access
confidential project related content in a secure environment.
EMDESK is on an external platform, accessible from the project
website.

EMDESK

BRESAER presence on social media is mainly implemented through
Social media youris.com accounts. Clustering with sister projects and their social
media activities will be considered in the future.

Delivered,
regularly
updated

Delivered,
regularly
updated

Delivered

Delivered

Delivered

Sister
projects

Feature of other EU funded projects with which BRESAER has
clustering activities.

Delivered

Tools

Features the tools developed by the project and meant to be
available to the public

Delivered

Deliverables

The public deliverables produced by the project are here available
for consultation and download for visitors.

Delivered

Since its launch in July 2015, the BRESAER website registered 13.156 page views by a total of
3,520 users. The most viewed webpages are the homepage (4.289 page views), the project
description page (1.750) and the consortium page (1.301); the trend in visits to the website

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement N° 637186.
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has been mainly constant over the past two years. To date (15 January 2018) the registered
users on the BRESAER website are 89.
Note: in the previous version of this document the number of registered users was wrongly
stated as 102. It was actually at 76 people, but wrongly reported due to an oversight by
youris.com.
Accountability: youris.com is responsible for the technical development, content
management and maintenance of the BRESAER website. Input and co-operation from the
coordinator and all the consortium partners are encouraged.

2.3 Posters
In order to represent the BRESAER project in external events attended by the partners, two
posters of different formats have been produced for display. They have been designed by
youris.com following the specifications required by the events’ organisations: a 70x100 cm
poster and a 200x100 cm roll-up one.
Both posters’ layouts have been produced following the graphic guidelines of the project
visual identity, while the contents aim at explaining the activities undertaken by BRESAER and
its expected results. A specific focus has been put on the technologies developed and used
by the project and on their mutual interaction and installation on the demonstrator.
The posters have been produced in M16 and M21. Other formats will be considered by the
youris.com team according to the needs of the partners to represent the project at events.
For these materials as well an update is foreseen in the next months following the
amendment of August 2017. The update is currently postponed to a moment when the
consortium will be able to publish reliable information for its stakeholders.

Accountability: The posters have been planned and designed by youris.com graphic
department, in co-operation with Acciona, especially with regard to the more technical details
of the contents.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement N° 637186.
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Figure 4 – The BRESAER posters

2.4 Project brochure
BRESAER’s project brochure, originally foreseen for M10, was planned and finally delivered in
M21, according to the agreement with the project coordinator and with the aim of including
more advanced information regarding the advancement of the project’s demosite.
From the communication point of view, the BRESAER brochure aims at attracting the interest
of possible stakeholders and the general public in the project. Its main objectives though, are
more in the area of the dissemination, and therefore a certain amount of technical
information has been included in the design.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement N° 637186.
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In order to balance these technical details and to make the brochure appealing even for nonprofessional audiences, a specific focus and planning has been devolved into the images and
graphics that complement the textual contents.
The brochure, an eight-pages folded leaflet presents the technologies implemented in the
demosite as subsequent steps, to be deployed one after the other, or from a construction
point of view, one on top of the other. It was produced in two formats: a digital one, made
available for download on the website, and a printed one. 2,000 copies were printed by
youris.com and distributed to the whole consortium to be used in events.

Deviations from original plan: The brochure was originally due in November 2016 (Month
10) but it was launched in M21, in order to exploit the visual materials of the project.

Figure 5 – The BRESAER brochure, cover and introductory pages

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement N° 637186.
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Figure 6 – The BRESAER brochure, technologies pages

An update of the brochure is being currently considered for the same reasons mentioned
above (see amendment of August 2017). The update is currently postponed to a moment
when the consortium will be able to publish reliable information for its stakeholders. A
relevant point taken into consideration is the printing of the future updated brochure: since
the printing budget was used for the original version of it, it will be necessary to limit the
number of copies to be printed in this amended version and the consortium will therefore
rely more heavily on the digital format.

Accountability: The project brochure has been planned and designed by youris.com graphic
department, in co-operation with Acciona, especially with regard to the more technical
details.

2.5 Newsletter
The BRESAER project newsletter is to be released on a semi-annual basis to all the users
registered to the website. It is produced through Scoop.it, an online publishing tool that
creates an online board of contents while an html version is used for the mail-out.
The first two releases of the newsletter were sent out in December 2015 and June 2016: their
performances are listed below.
Table 2 – Newsletters’ analytics

Date

Recipients

Open rate

Scoop.it visits

Website
visits

Issue 1

3/12/2015

65 - registered
103 - stakeholders

38%
34%

183

35

Issue 2

30/06/2016

76 - registered

39%

22

42

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement N° 637186.
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As it is possible to observe from the table above, the first issue of the newsletter was also
delivered to an external database of possible stakeholders. These contacts were invited to
register on the project website so as to continue to receive its communications.
Figure 7 – A screenshot of the BRESAER newsletter

The production of the following issues of the newsletter was delayed and it is still on hold,
following the discussion on the demosite change and the consequent halt in news production
regarding the news from the project.
The newsletters, as well as the news are expected to start again once the demosite issue will
be resolved and will in case be more frequent than originally planned in order to deliver all
the foreseen issues.
Deviation from original plan: The first release of the BRESAER newsletter was scheduled for
November 2015 (Month 10); but the first issue was in was on 3 December 2015 in conjunction
with Buildings Day at COP21.
The third and following releases are delayed in order to include more contents produced by
the project related to the demosite.
Accountability: The BRESAER newsletter is developed and distributed by youris.com with
input from all the partners.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement N° 637186.
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2.6 Public
Web
Communication
Journalistic Articles

–

BRESAER public communication is implemented in the form of journalistic articles and
interviews that are produced by youris.com team of professional journalists. The themes are
naturally chosen in order to be relevant for the BRESAER stakeholders community, but will
not necessarily feature the project itself, their objective being to arouse the general interest
on the theme and to attract visitors as opposed to simply disseminate the project itself.
Regarding the publication process, BRESAER articles and interviews are published on the
project website and mirrored by youris.com platform when compliant with youris.com
editorial policy. To increase the project outreach, journalistic articles are also distributed
through scientific news multipliers.
Table 3 – Media multipliers used by BRESAER

Generalist multipliers
alphaGalileo
Cordis.Wire
Phys.org
WorldNews

Sector multipliers
Build.up
Construction21
Manag.Energy
Smart Energy Universe

16 journalistic articles are to be released from year 1 through to the end of the project. Until
M36, eight journalistic articles have been produced, published and distributed following the
previously explored model. Below some data about their performances.
Table 4 – Journalistic articles analytics until 15/01/2018

Title
Building retrofits
critical to
Europe’s lowcarbon pathway
Energy efficient
renovations.

Date

BRESAER &
youris.com
views

Social media
views

Multiplier
s views

N° of
take-ups

External
outreach

3/12/15

491

587

11.796

58

80.767

28/01/1
6

268

484

5.246

31

5.321

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement N° 637186.
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Green buildings:
is the market
ready to pay
more for them?
Saving energy
through a userfriendly
experience
Fitting hot and
cold climates into
the “envelope”
Smart buildings:
energy efficiency
at what price?
Are smart
buildings safe
from hackers and
privacy
breaches?
Nano-coating to
protect buildings
against pollution
Total

16/05/1
6

623

1.596

12.861

95

91.645

09/06/1
6

238

382

5.052

71

214.086

25/01/1
7

203

1.049

5.089

84

165.387

13/02/1
7

313

1.194

5.973

122

181.095

06/03/1
7

180

1.077

6.950

136

277.243

11/09/1
7

247

742

1.942

30

53.121

2.563

7.111

54.907

627

1.068.665

The data presented above have been collected through different monitoring tools:
 BRESAER and youris.com websites: Google Analytics. The views presented in the
table are an aggregate of the traffic on both website and represent how many times
the article’s page was loaded by a user.
 Social Media: Facebook Insights and Twitter Analytics. The data represent the
number of views that were obtained by the Facebook posts and tweets made by
youris.com accounts about the BRESAER article.
 Multipliers: data from the multipliers themselves. Not all the multipliers listed
above are able to provide data about the traffic on articles; therefore the numbers in
the table only comprise AlphaGalileo, Construction21, BuildUp and Phys.org.
 Number of take-ups: Nuvi®. This software monitors a very comprehensive list of
news websites, social media and blogs: it is therefore able to track most of the
mentions and re-publications of the journalistic articles. The number presented
shows how many times each article was mentioned or re-published.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement N° 637186.
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Outreach: Nuvi®. This number represent the number of potential people that could
have read contents related to BRESAER articles. It is mainly calculated through the
social media shares and it represents the outside boundary of BRESAER possible
audience.

youris.com is currently working the development of three new articles that will be published
in the next months on the following topics:
 Q&A about building energy management system
 Maintenance of the retrofitted buildings
 New Li-Fi technology and its embedding in smart buildings

Deviation from original plan: The first BRESAER article was issued on 3 December 2015 (and
not in November 2015, as initially envisioned). This slight delay has allowed the release to
happen in conjunction with Buildings Day at COP21, in the hope we would piggyback on the
buzz on the energy efficiency theme around the event.
Accountability: BRESAER’s journalistic articles are produced by professional journalists from
the youris.com network. youris.com is responsible for the selection of the contents to be
featured in the articles and for the articles distribution, while partners will contribute with
their technical knowledge, providing information to journalists.

2.7

Social networks

Due to the low number and consequent low frequency of communication updates that the
BRESAER project is able to produce, it was established early in the project that no dedicated
social media accounts would be opened by BRESAER. This allowed the project to save
resources and to maximize the potential of existing communities instead of building a new
one from scratch.
In particular, BRESAER has relied on youris.com Twitter and Facebook accounts, which have
been used until now mainly to further distribute and disseminate its news. The results of such
a strategy are shown in the Table 4 of the present document and highlight the role of Social
Media in enlarging the outreach of the project.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement N° 637186.
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Deviations from plan: it had been previously foreseen that the project may use a dedicated
hashtag to group its contents on social media; however, considering the low frequency of
updates and the use Facebook, where the use of hashtag is not as developed as on Twitter,
this strategy has been abandoned and other methods of tracking have been implemented
through the software Nuvi®.
Accountability: youris.com is responsible for the main part of the social media activities, like
sharing the news, posting them and monitoring outreach. Input from the partners will be
necessary to guarantee high quality and maximize the multiplying effect of the medium.

2.8 Participation to external workshops
and conferences
Active participation to sector fairs and conferences on project related topics is strongly
encouraged by the BRESAER project in order to get in touch with stakeholders and potential
adopters of the BRESAER solutions.
During the third year of the project, the consortium partners have been to several sector
events and have represented the project in different contexts. Their attendance to workshops
and events is summarized in the following table:
Table 5 – BRESAER participation to external events

Event

Location

Date

BRESAER’s presence

Partner
attending

Barcelona
Building
Construmat

Barcelona,
Spain

23 - 23 May 2017

Participation to the event.

EURECAT

Green Cities

Málaga,
Spain

7 - 8 June 2017

Participation to the event.

MONDRA
GON

11 - 14 June 2017

Participation to the event.

TECNALIA

28 - 30 June 2017

Participation to the event.

CARTIF

11th Nordic
Trondheim,
Symposium on
Norway
Building Physics
Sustainable Places Middlesgrou
2017
gh, UK
PLEA 2017

Edinburgh,
UK

3 - 5 July 2017

The BRESAER consortium
presented a paper based on the Technion
work carried out within WP2

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement N° 637186.
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Event
EESAP8
CISBAT 2017
Smart City Expo

Location
San
Sebastian,
Spain
Lausanne,
Switzerland
Barcelona,
Spain

Date

BRESAER’s presence

Partner
attending

5 - 7 July 2017

Participation to the event.

LKS

Participation to the event.

TECNALIA

Participation to the event.

MONDRA
GON

6 - 8 September
2017
14 - 16 November
2017

2.9 BRESAER Workshops
The project will organize at least two European´s workshops dedicated to dissemination, as
well as a series of national workshop in the participant countries to inform potential
stakeholders of the key project results.
The first of these two workshops is currently being organised by the project and is going to
take place within the framework of the ICAE 2018 Congress, to be held in June 2018 in Spain.
The choice to organise the workshop during a bigger event was made with the aim of
facilitating the attendance by sector experts and professionals that may be already gathered
there.
Among the factors that determined the choice of ICAE as hosting event are:
1. the great involvement of project partner Tecnalia in the organisation of ICAE, that is
playing an important role in simplifying the collaboration between BRESAER and the
event;
2. the relevance of ICAE in the Spanish scene, most important for the project due to the
geographical placement of the new demosite and for the background of many
partners;
3. the timing of the event, that allows BRESAER to be in enough an advanced state to
be able to present early results and to establish a conversation with potential
adopters.

The presence of BRESAER in ICAE features a session with sister projects in order to showcase
the advancement in the implementation of the relative technologies. The provisional title for
such a session is “Accelerating building refurbishment in Europe thanks to innovative
solutions: challenges and potential routes to overcome them”. The projects that have until
now agreed to participate in this session are the following:
 ExcEED
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In order to comply with the organisers requests, BRESAER is currently developing a number
of papers and articles that will be finalised in the first months of 2018.
Another workshop is foreseen to take place within BRESAER and will probably be organised
in the final months of the project.

3 Dissemination and
communication targets
The following table summarises the project targets and deviation from the targets started in
D1.3 Communication Plan:
Table 6 – Tools, timing, corrective actions

Tool/Action

Number of
releases

Visual identity
Website
Brochure

1

Newsletter

8

Journalistic
articles

16

Original timing

Deviations from
Communication Plan (D1.3)
No deviation
No deviation
Brochure produced in M21.

March 2015
Launch in July 2015
First release due in
November 2015;
First release: November First release: 3 December 2015;
2015 - semi-annual
production is on hold but
release
expected to continue in 2018.
Starting from November The first article was released on 3
2015
December 2015; production is ongoing with 8 articles completed.
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4 Technical timeline
The project timeline from project year 3 onwards is illustrated in the following Gantt chart,
which features both communication and dissemination activities.
Table 7 – Project Gantt chart
WP1 MANAGEMENT
T1.4 Initial Communication Plan (D1.3)

Year 3
25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36

First year’s performed communication activities (D1.6)
Second year’s performed communication activities (D1.8)
Third year’s performed communication activities (D1.10)
Fourth year’s performed communication activities (D1.12)
Final year’s performed communication activities (D1.14)
Project website
Journalistic articles

WP8 DISSEMINATION AND EXPLOITATION
T7.3 First version of the Dissemination plan (D7.3)
Second version of the Dissemination plan (D7.5)
First version of the Dissemination plan (D7.3)
Third version of the Dissemination plan (D7.7)
Fourth version of the Dissemination plan (D7.11)
Final Dissemination plan (D7.15)
Stakeholders’ database creation
Newsletter

WP1 MANAGEMENT
T1.4 Initial Communication Plan (D1.3)

Year 4
37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48

First year’s performed communication activities (D1.6)
Second year’s performed communication activities (D1.8)
Third year’s performed communication activities (D1.10)
Fourth year’s performed communication activities (D1.12)
Final year’s performed communication activities (D1.14)
Project website
Journalistic articles

WP8 DISSEMINATION AND EXPLOITATION
T7.3 First version of the Dissemination plan (D7.3)
Second version of the Dissemination plan (D7.5)
First version of the Dissemination plan (D7.3)
Third version of the Dissemination plan (D7.7)
Fourth version of the Dissemination plan (D7.11)
Final Dissemination plan (D7.15)
Stakeholders’ database creation
Newsletter
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WP1 MANAGEMENT
T1.4 Initial Communication Plan (D1.3)

Year 5
49 50 51 52 53

54

First year’s performed communication activities (D1.6)
Second year’s performed communication activities (D1.8)
Third year’s performed communication activities (D1.10)
Fourth year’s performed communication activities (D1.12)
Final year’s performed communication activities (D1.14)
Project website
Journalistic articles

WP8 DISSEMINATION AND EXPLOITATION
T7.3 First version of the Dissemination plan (D7.3)
Second version of the Dissemination plan (D7.5)
First version of the Dissemination plan (D7.3)
Third version of the Dissemination plan (D7.7)
Fourth version of the Dissemination plan (D7.11)
Final Dissemination plan (D7.15)
Stakeholders’ database creation
Newsletter
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5 Conclusions
Although the communication activities of BRESAER continued during its third year to deliver
important results, it clearly appears from the present report that the change in demosite and
the relative issues has been disrupting the previously seamless news production, and is
moreover likely to affect the materials already produced.
Nevertheless, it can also be reasonably expected that once the discussion and corrective
actions on this matter will be settled and implemented, the communication activities will be
back on track and will follow the updated timings of the technical works.
Since the production of news from the project, the production of newsletters and the update
of existing materials are not activities that need to be planned too long ahead, their
rescheduling will not cause a detriment in the results expected.
Indeed, the only activity that requires a steady pace in execution and much planning ahead is
the journalistic articles production: this was instead guaranteed with the production,
publication and distribution of four more articles, as was foreseen originally.
For the following year it can be expected that the communication activities will be back on
track and will hopefully benefit by the forced compression in time that will see them
happening in a shorter timeframe and coupled with the project’s event, thus reinforcing the
messages that BRESAER will be sending to the public and its stakeholders.
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